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The internal combustion motor, that looks back to a past of nearly 100 
years - if we suppose the gas engine of the French Lenoir as being its ances-
tor - has kept its characteristics also in development. Although the torque-
characteristic of modern internal combustion motor is very much improved, 
it does not satisfy the operating claims of an automobile today. Therefore the 
problem of speed changing 'was simultaneously born with internal combustion-
engine driyen automobile. During the last decades many types of transmissions 
,,'ere deYeloped but as soon as the territory of use of the internal combustion 
motor grcw 'widcr and it became of greater importancc in road traffic as well 
as in railway traction, various types of transmissions were created. rp to now 
gear wheel transmissions 'were best suited and haye been mostly used, more 
~omplicated are planetary systems which are chiefly applied because of their 
easy automatization. At last, especially for heayier ,-ehides, mechanical trans-
missions combined with hydraulics, and later, the purely hydraulic transmis-
sions came forward. Although some types of complete hydraulical systems 
solvp the problem of infinitely ,-ariable speed changing but with unsatisfactory 
efficiency, that means with great losses. 
The JUPITER transmission soh-es the problem of infinitely variable speed 
changing by two coupled planetary gear sets and two hydraulic pumps and 
motors. 
The principal arrangement of transmission, the coupling of planetary 
gears and hydraulic aggregatcs (pump and hydraulic motor) are illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The 1st, 3rd and 5th speeds can be produced by suitable coupling 
of the t,\,O planetary gear sets, while the 1st and 3rd speeds, furthermore the 
3rd and 5th ones are bridged over by the hydromecanically operated infinitely 
variable 2nd and 4th speeds. In this way the whole speed changing range is 
infinite-yariably realized by the hydraulically operated 2nd and "1th speeds. 
In the 5th speed, i. e. in direct transmission neither planet-gears nor hydraulics 
operate. 
The adyantage of the just discussed transmission to the so far known and 
manufactured other types is that mechanical transmission to great part oYer-
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comes the speed-changing range. Thcre are three speeds entirely mechanically 
operated: the 1st (lo·w) one for starting, the 3rd the middle or relax speed and 
the 5th the direct (high) speed. 
In the yariable 2nd and 4th speeds the power of the motor branches in-
to two directions in the transmission, into mechanical and hydraulical parts. 
But eyen at these speeds the mechanical percentage becomes greatcr than the 
hydraulic one. Hydraulic transmission that consists of pump and hydraulic 
motor takes part only in infinite r. p. m. changing. So po·wer, inducted hydrau-
lically to planetary gears is equal to zero at the beginning of yariable 2nd and 
Fig. 1 
4th speeds. At the end depending on dccreasing ratio - it only means a 
certain part of input power. In power-splitting operated hydraulics and thc 
1st, 3rd and 5th exclusively mechanical speeds assure a very good cffjciency 
to the transmission in the whole speed changing range. The mel:hanical effi-
ciency of planetary gears is excellent bccause no "hlind power" operates in 
planetary systems, i. e. the rolling power of gears is always equal to the tram'-
ported power. 
The transmission assmes the possihility of hraking with thc motor 
generally uscd on motor yehicles - at any speed ratio, because pumps can he 
operated as hydraulic motors and the motors as hydraulic pumps. 
The 2nd and 4th yariable speed ratios operate hydromechallically from 
the start of the vehicle until its highest speed. Starting aid is given by the 
mechanically shifted 1st speed, the ratio of which corresponds to the beginning 
ratio of the 2nd speed. The 1st speed is able to oyercome the steepest gradients 
and is suitahle for permanent slow traffic. The ratio of mechanically working 
3rd speed is the same as the end-ratio of the yariable ratio 2nd speed and the 
beginning ratio of the yariable 4th speed. The mechanical3rd speed o"\-erbridges 
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the time between two speed changings and is suitable for mastering average 
gradients. In the 5th speed the vehicle can rUll in direct transmission (1:1) 
with the highest velocity. 
The solving of the problem of reverse-speed on various vehicles will be 
discussed later on. The principal design of the transmission is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. In the Ist speed of the two coupled planetary gears but the 1. set works. 
The a l sun-gear is driven by the motor, the dl annulus gear is locked by Fl 
band-brake and the Cl planet carrier rotates with its arm the (secondary) 
cardau-shaft with a revolution reducefl by the maximal reduction of the pla-
netary gear. 
Fig. 2 
If::=ft 
;t, ::= f 
i2mc'{= /1 
The spced-, and revolution-scheme is to be seen in Fig. 2 together 'with 
the free-wheeling n. planetary gear. The dimensions of gears applied to gear-
sets expressed by comparative numbers arc the following. 
In the 1. planetary-set the diameter and number of the teeth on sun-gear 
(/1 and planet b, arc the same therefore as aJ bI • The diameter of planet-
carrier Cl = 2 (/1' that of annulus is d l = 3 al' To simplify the calculation the 
radii of gears will be: 
2 
The diameter of sun-gear is, in the n. planetary set, a 2 = 1 . al' 3 
The diameter of planet is i2 = 2;3 . al' 
1 
The diameter of planet-carrier is c2 = 2 3 . al" 
The diameter of annulus gear is d2 = 3 . al' 
2 1 
Radii as T' l = 1. so T .) = 1 -. Teo) = 2- and Td ._) = 3. " . . - 3 - - 3 
The power of the driving motor is N.H = 1, revolutions per minute are 
11.\1 = 1, driving torcple is J{\f = 1, so the power is not expressed by HP-s 
but is 716,2 times larger. 
I ~ 
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On shifting the 1st speed the engine drives the sun-gear of L planetery 
gears by the input shaft m, brake FI locks annulus gear dl while arm cl drives 
secondary (output) shaft n. The mechanical relations of planetary gears are 
the following in accordance with speed and revolution schemes of Fig. 2. 
Circumferential velocities: 
Val = 1, VI = 0,5 and Vdl = ° 
revolutions: 
71al = 1, 7lCl = 0,25 and Tldl = 0. 
The speed ratio which is to be had directly from the diameter of the gears 
of the planetary system by the following equation: 
3 
+1=4 
1 
further it will be called the ground ratio of the I. planetary gear. 
Tangential forces: 
torques: 
so: 
As for the rest JIn is the torque trani3mitted to i3econdary shaft 71, and 
JIdl is the reactive moment of planetary gear I. at ratio i l' 
Power outputs: 
.iYal Jlal · 7lal = 1 driving 
.!V~I = "VIel . ne] = 1 driven 
";Ydl = JIdl . 7ldl = 0. 
The input pO'wer of engine .!Va = iYM on sun-gear Gl equals to output 
power on Cl planet carrier. 
The 2nd speed operates hydromechanically variably changed between 
mechanically shifted Ist and 3rd speeds. Therefore, maximal ratio of 2nd 
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speed equals to 1st speed ratio (i2 max = i 1) and continuously decreases until 
ratio of 3rd speed. 
JIinimal ratio of 2nd speed is i2 min=i3 
On shifting the 2nd speed first the Fl brake of I planetary gear ",-ill 
become unlocked by which the dl annulus gear is freed. Simultaneously, the 
HSl hydraulic pump 'will be coupled, that is driven, by the motor through e 
and f gears. The pump feeds the hydraulic motor with the high-pression oil 
delivered on the VI pipe. The motor rotates the d1 annulus gear of 1st planetary 
gear through g and h gears. The variable speed revolution-regulation of hydrau-
he motor is possible from zt'ro up to the suitable revolution by controlling the 
hydraulic pump, durin.g eonstant revolution of the driving motor. In the 2nd 
Xf 1,5 
12x= 2,66 
Fig. 3 
~ 
J 
:Jaf 
speed ratio the 1. planetary gear becomes dual-driven and power-splitting is 
earried out. The al :;:un-gear is driven by the power-conveymg in the mechani-
cal branch-off, the dl annulus gear by the hydraulic one. It is evident that at 
the beginning of variable 2nd speed when iz max = i 1 and the H Al ] oil-motor 
and the coupled d1 annulus are still standing, transmitted power is zero in the 
hydraulic line. However, as HMI oil-motor slowly begins to rotate the d1 annu-
lus, hydraulically transmitted power will grow, simultaneously the power 
necessary for driving the a1 sun-gear transferred in the mechanical line dimin-
ishes, but the sum of the power transported in the two lines remains the same 
and equals the power of the motor. In the whole r.p.m.-range of the variable 
2nd speed only the 1. planetary gear works with hydromechanical dual-
driving. At the beginning of the 2nd speed when iz min = i 1 the mechanical 
circumstances of 1. planetary gear correspond to its 1st speed. Therefore, in 
that case the speed and revolution schemes shown in Fig. 2 are available for 
the 1. planetary gear. The n. planetary gear rotates freely in the whole range 
of 2nd speed. 
In Fig. 3 the speed and revolution scheme of the working 1. and the free 
rotating n. planetary gear are shown, on a determined point of variable 2nd 
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speed. The I. planetary gear is 1,5 times accelerated by the H S1, HMI hydraulic 
pump and motor. In the following discussion it will he expressed by x accelera-
tion factor. The speed ratio of I. planetary gear belonging to it will be designated 
by i 2x in the 2nd speed to distinguish it from the ground ratio of planetary 
d 
gear. The ground ratio is: i 1 = -- -:- 1. According to it. the ratio of double-
a 
driye accelerated planetary gear can be f:'xpre:":,,ecL in a general casc, by the 
following equation: 
X' Ix = I, 
in ground ratio 
x = 1 and I>: = 
In the foregoing case 
that mean:" the 7l output shaft is driyen hy the motor through the m ",haft of 
the gear-box 2.66-time", ",lower than the motor rotates, ·with a 2,66-times 
higher torque. From the unified speed and reyolution scheme the mechanical 
circumstances of I. planetary gear can he fixed, hut at the intermedial ratio 
of 2nd speed power-splitting will be of the greatest interest. The a1 sun-gear of 
1. planetary gear is driyen by the motor. A", the ratio of planetary gear has 
been diminished x-time"" the power transmitted in meehanical split-line will 
be x-part of the motor-power, so 
the power inducted by the hydralllie motor on the d l annulus of I. planetary 
gear is: 
:\T :\T (" 1 ") : -) :\T :\, 
"',11=-".\11- . =(1-1;1,;) <'.\1=0,33"'"/\"1 
" :1.1 
The yariable 2nd speed lasts till mechanieal shiftable 3. speed, that 
means the d1 annulus of the I. planetary gear is so far accelerated by the 
hydraulic motor till the d2 annulus of the free rotating n. planetary gear stops. 
These circumstances are ",hown in the upper part of Fig. 4. 
The unified speed and reyolution scheme of the working 1. and free-
wheeling n. planetary gears can be seen in Fig. 4. From these it can be stated 
that r.p.m. of d2 annulus of the n. planctary gear will be lld2 = 0 only when 
the acceleration of the 1. planetary gear is Xl = 2,083. The minimal beginning 
ratio of the yariable 2nd speed is: 
i2 mill = i1!XI = 4·12,083 = 1,92. 
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The mechanically inducted pO'wer of the motor on the a1 sun-gear of the 
1. planetary gear is: 
and hydraulically inducted power of the motor on the d1 annulus of the 1. 
planf'tary gear is: 
/1 
0,48 -l- 0,52 = 1,0. 
fJ= 1,92 
F(g. 4 
Pro'-
,--;::.....-._-- ~ 
I Pet 
r 
-! 
Det 
P(jr 
l ~ 
J 
Paf 
The change of power-splitting in function of x acceleration factor of 
planetary gear conforms to the laws of hyperbola-function. Thc equation;;: 
aboye giye the possibility of exactly calculating the power which is splitted 
into mechanical and hydraulical parts at any i2x ratio of the yariable 2nd 
speed. The minimaL the so-called end-ratio of the yariable 2nd speed conforms 
·with the ratio of the mechanically shifted 3rd speed. The shifting of the 3rd 
speed is carried out after putting out the H 51 oil-pump and the H,V!1 hydrauli-
cal motor by locking the ds annulus of the H. planetary gear. The locking of 
d2 annulus gear happens 'with the F2 brake. The working of the hrake is slip-
less hecause at the end of the 2nd speed the d2 annulus gear is already standing, 
12 mill = is. The unified speed- and revolution scheme of the two planetary 
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gears coupled to each other is the same as in the foregoing case, but its working 
is totally different, as both of the two planetary gears operate. In Fig. 4 the 
wheel tangential forces are already shown below. The power of the motor is 
inducted in the two coupled planetary gears on the sun-gear a1 of I. planet 
and on a2 of the H. planet. The H. planetary gear is of single action, it gets 
the motor-power only on the sun-gear az which is delivered by the Cz planet 
carrier to the d1 annulus of I. planet. So the I. planetary gear is of dual-driving 
in the 3rcl speed too. The ground ratio of the I. planet (il = 4.) is diminished 
purely mechanically by the coupled H. planet until ratio of 3rd speed, i3 = 1,92. 
The mechanical circumstances of the I. planetary gear: 
tangential speeds: 
revolutions: 
tangential forces: 
torques: 
power output: 
Va1 = 1: Vcr = 1,042 and V dl = L083 
11al = 1: 110 = 0,52 and Itd1 = 0,36 
Pal = 0,48; Pet = 0,96 and Pdl = 0,48 
Jfal = 0,48: JICl = 1,92 and Jld1 = 1,44 
Jla1 : J.ICl : JId1 = 1 : 4 : 3 
11echanical circumstances of the H. planetary gear: 
t allgcntial velocities: 
Va2 = 1,66; V e2 = 0,83 and Vdz = ° 
revolutions: 
11a2 = 1; 11c2 = 11d1 = 0,36 and 11d2 = ° 
tangential forces: 
Pa2 = 0,31; Pez = 0,62 and Pd2 = 0,31 
torques: 
JIa2 = 0,52; Jlc2 = L44 and J\ifd2 = 0,92 
the reaction moment of the annulus gear which is taken up by F2 brake, 
power outputs 
or 
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0,48 = 0,52 
driving 
Na2 = Jla2 . n 02 = 0,52 . 1,00 = 0,52 
NC2 = Jlc2 • n C2 = 1,44 . 0,36 = 0,52 driven 
"Yd2 = Jld2 • nd2 = 0. 
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The mechanically operated 3rd speed need not be shifted if the motor 
disposes of a reserve of power to considerably accelerate the vehicle. For the 
rest this speed is accounted for as relaxation speed which gives the H 52' HMi!. 
second hydraulic aggregate enough time to begin to operate efficiently. 
azi 
l,; 
/ ,/ 
/ 
/1 
ndf 
Vdf 
Vet 
Fig. 5 
Pdf 
/ } I f; // / 
Pal 
XI = 3,fl; 
I"x= f,275 
In the casc above, as it is directly shifted from the variable 2nd speed to 
the variable 4th speed the second hydraulic aggregate must be put in action 
before ending the 2nd speed ratio. Then all advantages of the variable speed 
transmission can be exploited to accelerate the vehicle. 
The shifting of the variable 4th speed is the following. After unlocking 
brake F2 (supposing 3rd speed to be shifted) d2 annulus becomes free. Further 
diminishing of ratio is carried out by the second H 52' Hlv12 hydraulic pump and 
motor that rotates the d2 annulus of the n. planetary gear by the j and k 
gears. So, in the 4th speed the motor drives the U2 sun-gear of the n. planet and Ul 
sun-gear of the 1. planet through the m shaft, while the hydraulic motor drives 
the d2 annulus of the n. planetary gear. At the beginning of the 4th speed 
the ratio of the t .. wo planets is i 4max = i3 , then the hydraulic motor accelerates 
the revolutions of the d2 annulus until it reaches that of the motor, i4tn in = 1. 
At the beginning of the 4th speed until i 4max = i3 the unified speed and 
revolution schemes of the two planetary gears fit Fig. 4. Let us examine the 
mechanical circumstances of the planets in this case too, at any i4X ratio that 
falls between 1'4max and i 4min • 
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In Fig. 5 the speed and revolution scheme of the two planetary gears 
is laid out at Xl = 3,14-times acceleration referring to the 1. planetary gear. 
Then the ratio of the variable 4·th speed is: 
4 
3,14 
= 1,275 
The meehanieal eircumstanees of the n. planetary gear: 
tangcntial velocities: 
rcyolutions: 
1l0? = 1: 1lc~ = 0.715 and rI,:'!. = 0.555 
tangen tial forces: 
0,205 ; PC? = P<ll 
3 
·0,32 = OAl and P cf? 
2,33 
torques: 
power output,,: 
re:!. 
0,205 . 1,66 = 0,34 
Jlc'!. = Pc? • re'!. = 0,·110 . 2,33 = 0,96 
JIG? = Pc''!. . rd? = 0,205 . 3,00 = 0,62 
~YQ'!. = JIo'!. . nu? = 0,34· . 1,00 = 0,34-
0,96 . 0,71 = 0,68 
0,205 
No'!. is the power transmitted in the mechanical line, and Nd'!. is the power 
transmitted in the hydraulicalline. The !.YC'2 = Na2 + Nd'!. hydromechanically 
transmitted power is conveyed by the C2 arm of the n. planetary gear to the 
connected dl annulus of the 1. planet. 
The mcchanieal terms of the 1. planetary gear: 
tangential forces: 
tangential velocities: 
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revolutions: 
power outputs: 
torques: 
tangential forces: 
lla1 = 1: 71Cl = 0,785 and 11d1 = 0,715 
_\' Cl = lYiV1 = 1,0 
~Ydl = .oYeZ = 0,68 
iJX • -'{\eT 
(= JIn 7l Cl ) 
(= JIdl 71d1) 
LO'0,785 1,28 
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Summing up the above-mentioned: in the two planets following pO"l,-er-splitting 
occurs and in the variable ,11h speed at i4x = 1,275 ratio: the ([2 sun-gear of 
the n. planet operates in the mechanical line N02 = 0,34,. j\\1 and the ([1 sun-
gear of the 1. planet with No] = 0,32. ?(v! power output, IYaz lYal = 0,66 iY.I! 
and the dz annulus of the n. planet 'I-orks in the hyclraulicalline with iYd2 = 
= 0,34, . 1Y,I[ power output. 
The power for the 17 secondary shaft transmitted on to the planetar~-
gears IS: 
If the powers to be determined are those transmitted exclusiyelv in 
power-splitting in the two connected planetary gears, the procedure is the 
following one: 
If Xl = 2,083, so at i 41l1ax = i3 it only gives 
mechanically transmitted power. 
If x 2,083 e. g. in the case above where 
Xl = 1,275 so the power transmitted in mechanical split-line is: 
7\ - 7\ - I 1 ') 7\ - ( h'mech=hl \f\l- x ,=h'.\[ 1 
. 1 ' 
0,66 iY.\l 
and the hydraulically transmitted power is 
N hydr = lV.\f /x1 = 1 3,14 lY.\f = 0,34 N.\l 
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In the result found above as N m - ch = Nal N az the powers tranf'mitted 
on the sun-gears of the 1. and n. planet are not to be established one by one. 
But when instead of the x acceleration factor sufficient for the end-ratio we 
introduce the -X2 = 2 acceleration factor referring to the n. planetary gear, 
so the half of NC2 = 0,68 . NM driven power-output ,viII be inducted in the 
hydraulicalline on dz annulus gear: 
at the intermediate ratio of the 4th speed. 
On the minimal ratio of variable 4th speed the second hydraulic motor 
(HMz ) accelerates dz annulus of n. planetary gear, until its revolutions per 
minute equal those of the motor, respectively of those of a1 and a2 sun-gear. 
n a2 = ne 2 
Vd2 Pd2 Vdf Pdf 
::f? ~ Idl / } VcZ ___ c~ C2 ncZ=ndf Vef Va2 Cl // 02 
/ 
Pa2 
vaf 
01 ,/ Paf 
/I ~/ 
~2 = 2,8 Xf= !.; 
illx = { fix = { 
Fig. 6 
The minimal ratio of the 4th speed is i min = i5 = 1, the acceleration of the n. 
planet x2rnax = 2,8 the end-acceleration of the system referring to the I. 
planetary gear is x = 4,. 
That means the ratio of the n. planet at the end of the 4th speed is: 
for the 1. planetary gear: 
. If 4 
Ilx = - = 1 
xl 4 
The assembled velocity and revolution scheme of both planetary gears 
at the end of the 4th speed is shown in Fig. 6. The ratio of planets is 1 : 1, 
there is no roll-down in it, in spite of the fact that power-splitting takes place 
in the same way as in the ~ase of the intermediate ratio, mentioned above. 
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The mechanical terms of the n. planetary gear: 
tangential velocities: 
revolutions: 
tangential forces: 
Pa2 = 0,16, 
torques: 
power outputs: 
V 02 = 1,66, VC2 = 2,2 and V d2 = 3 
3 Pd1 = ·0,25 = 0,32 and Pd2 = 0,16 
rC2 2,33 
JIo~ = P 02 • l'a2 = 0,16 . 1,66 = 0,27 
JIe2 = Pc, . l'e'2 = 0,32 ·2,33 = 0,75 
JId2 = P a';!. • I'd2 = 0,16 . 3,00 = 0,48 
y 
- 'C2" 
The mechanical relations of the 1. planetary gear: 
tangential velocities: 
revolutions: 
power outputs: 
1'''-01 = l.l{Hixl = 1/4 = 0,25 mechanical split line 
NC! = ~VA1 = 1 
Nd1 = lVC'2 = NC} - lVa1 = 0,75 hvdromechanical 
split line 
127 
12tl 
torques: 
tangential force5: 
A, Jc'REK 
Pal = Jlal/ral = 0,25 
PC! = 2 P'Il = 0,5 
On the minimal ratio of -lth speed the power transmitted on mechanical 
split-line: 
the power transmitted in the hydraulic split-line: 
.Vd2 = OA8 . ~V,H 
so 
The end-ratio of the variable 4th speed equals the ratio of the 5th speed 
i5 = 1, just that its connecting is different and the transmission is a mechani-
cal onc. The shifting of the 5th direct speed is carried out by locking the K 
multi-disc clutch that is built in betwecn the C2 arm and d2 annulus of the n. 
planetary gear. At the same time the operation of the second hyclraulic motor 
is stopped because there is no need of further acceleration of the planetary 
gears. In direct transmission the whole planet-system rotates with the same 
revolutions as the motor. The direct speed practically has no losses. The velo-
city and revolution scheme is the same as the one shown in Fig. 6. The torque 
transmitted by th.> K clutch Jlf( = 0,48 J{vb its locking happens slipless 
as at the end of the 4th speed the revolutions of the c2 arm and dz annulus are 
equal 7le'.? = 7ld2 = 11 111 , 
The speed changing range of the variable speed hydromeehanical trans-
mission can be extended even beyond the 5th (direct) speed also to the o,-er-
drive. In such a case the coupling of the planetary gears is the samc as that of 
the 4th speed, i. e. its controlling, too. At the ovenlrive onc must only care for 
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the ability of the 2. hydraulic motor to make rotate the d2 annulus of the 11. 
planetary gear with a higher r. p. m. than at which the motor rotates. 
Fig. 7 shows the unified velocity and revolution scheme in overdrive-
speed. 
The ratio of overdrive is chosen in sHch a way that the speed of the 
\"Chide shall be 25~o higher than in the 5th (direct) speed. Then the accelerat-
ing factor of the I. planetary gear is Xl = 5 and the ratio of overdrive: 
I fast ==-
1 4 
=-=0,8 
Xl 5 
:;J 
In 
I ref ;--
J 
Paf 
The mechanical relations of the H. planetary gear in oyerdrive are:: 
tan gential yelocities: 
Va2 = 1,66: Vc?, = 1,87 and Vii? = 2,4 
revolution8 : 
1/(1Z = 1; 77e2 = 1,33 and 1/d2 = 1,52 
(71dZ is at the same time thc r. p. nl. of hydraulic motor) 
tangen tial forces: 
Pa2 = 0,133, PeZ 0,266 and P dZ = 0,133 
torques: 
power outputs: 
N az = J1"2 . naZ = 0,2 inducted in mechanical split line' 
N cz = "vIe? . ne2 = 0,8 hvdromechallical 
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Nd2 is the power output of the hydraulic motor. 
The mechanical relations of the I. planetary gear in oveldrive: 
tangential velocities: 
revolutions: 
n a1 = 1, net = 1,25 and ndl = 1,33 (the same as n C2) 
NH Na{+Ndf=Ncf 
1,0 
0,5 
o 
'------,.~---,-----r---...._,-l~ 
I] 
~~--~--~-----
-12-
~ ~ ~ 
" E' E:: ~ 
-<:: 
'S -C 
" 
'-' 
'" '" '" E:: E' E:: 
C, 
->:: C ~ 20 {:; 
-<:: ~ i'5 
Fig. 8 
tangential force,.: 
torques: 
power outputs: 
Nal = 0,2 . 1\\! inducted in mechanical split line 
Net = 1,0 . Ni"! hvdromechanical 
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The clriyen power output is the sum of the power inducted by the hydrau-
lic motor on the two sun-gears al' a2 in mechanical split-line, and on the d2 
annulus of the n. planetary gear: 
In the power-splitting diagram of the transmission the whole reyolutioll 
range will be seen, beginning from the 1st speed up to the overdrive. On the 
ordinata axis the power outputs are measnred, on the abscissa axis the Xl 
acceleration factors, respectiyely the corresponding ix ratios. From the power 
diagram the power transmitted on each element of the planetary gears is to 
\ 
13 ~I", !~ I -I 
I ~I I 
-SI r---~----~~--~,----~----~~-x( 
2 J 5 
4 2 (33 QB 
0 25 sa 7:~ 
Fig. 9 
be established at eyery ratio. It is also to be seen that in the whole revolution 
range of the transmission the mechanically transmitted po'wer output surpasses 
the hydraulic one. In the diagram each speed-grade is pointed out, especially 
the 1st, 3rd and 5th (direct) speeds of purely mechanical po'wer transmission. 
They are to be operated eyen then, when the hydraulic system is unable to 
operate on ac.::ount of a defect. 
In Fig. 9 the torque respectiyely the tracting force diagram of the trans-
mission is shown as a function of the speed. Passing over the losses, this curye 
is identical to the ideal tracting-force diagram. The tracting-force diagram 
made regarding the losses - as ifS later stated by calculations too does not 
essentially differ from it. In the following table the v{Qrking ( +) and not work-
ing (-) elements are compiled in each speed. Here all possible speed-changings 
are shown, the mechanical and the hydraulic ones as "well. 
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i1 -- -UI 
1'2 - -!-UI 
i3 -- 1,0 
;.1 1.11-1 
15 ~ I,l! 
Ijast 11.'i 
i 
1. planet i Fl I1. planet F, 
, 
Power 
transmission 
mechanical 
hyclromeeh. 
mechanical 
hycirumech. 
lne(:hanical 
h::cirome(:h. 
If we want to reach the highest velocity of the vehicle in a short time we 
continuously accelerate from the start, we only let the continuous variable 
hydromechallical 2nd and -lth speeds operate, at the end we shift to a direct 
drive. 
1. planet F, 
12 +-1.(1 
i 1 1.\)-1.11 
'5 ~ 1.1) 
11. planet F, 
pOWf!r 
tran:::mi;,::-ion 
11'11.'(-11<.1111('<.11 
The transmission overdrive is used only in exceptional cases, as the 5th 
(direet) speed works with the highest efficicncy. The mechanical cfficiency of 
the transmission is higher than that of the hydraulic ones. The simple planet-
ary gears built into the transmission operate with excellent mechanical effi-
ciency, as the rolling-power of gears equals the transmitted power. It is the 
same in the case when both of the planetary gears operate together, even then 
a blind-power is not created. The mechanical efficiencies are to be easily estab-
lished from the power-splitting diagram shown in Fig. 8. The mechanical 
efficiency of one working planetary gear makes 95%, two items working 
together give 90° 0' let us take the efficiencv of the hvdraulic aggregate in 
average as 78°0' 
In the 1st speed onlv the 1. planetary gear operates, the power-trans-
mission is mechanical, so the efficiency of one operating planetary gear will be 
ih= 95°0' 
In the variable 2nd speed only the 1. planetary gear operates but in a 
double transmission. At the beginning of the 2nd speed when i 2max = 4 (= i1) 
the transmission is entirely mechanical the efficiency of one working planetary 
gear is 'Ji2max = 96%. The 1st hydraulic motor drives the d1 annulus faster 
and faster in order to continuously diminish the ratio. Therefore the power 
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transmitted in hydraulic split-line grows more and more while the power 
output mechanically conveyed on the U1 sun-gear diminishes. 
The sum of both equals the power of the motor 
The highest hydraulic power transmission is at the end of the 2nd speed 
when the ratio is i2l11in = 1,9 (= is), Nd1 = 0,52 . N.\! and the mechanical 
power-transmission is 1V£11 = 0,48 lVA/' 
Thc efficiency of the hydranlical part is: 
0,52 . 78 = --10,5° o. 
The efficiencY of the mechanical part is: 
0,48 ·96 --16,0° 0 , 
The summarized efficiencv IS: 
The ratio of the 3rd speed is i3 = i 2!11iJ1 = 1.92. In the pO'H'r transmission 
both the planetary gears operate purely mechanically. 
The summarized PiIiciency of both planetary gears is I) 3= 92 
At thc beginning of the 4·th speed the ratio is i4max = is. Then both the 
planetm'y gears still operate mechanically, so the summarized efficiency is 
174i11ax = 92°0 (= 173)' 
In order to diminish the ratio continuously, the d2 annulus is driven by the 
2nd hydraulic motor faster and faster until it reaches the revolutions of the 
motor. So the ratio is i 4l11in = 1 (= i5) and the hydraulic power transmission 
part becomes maximal Nd2 = 0,48 . 1\\1' 
Mechanical part of transmitted power IS ••••• "V£11 N"2 = 0,52 J.V'vj 
Power transmission of hydraulic part ........ 0,48· 78 = 37,5 
Power transmission of mechanical part 0,52 . 92 = 4·8,Oo~ 
Summarized efficiency ...................... i}1111 in = 85,5°0' 
The ratio of the 5th (direct) speed is i5 = 1. Then the planetary gears 
rotate together without roll-dovill because K clutch locks them. The mechanical 
efficiency IS theoretically 175 = 100 ° ~. 
2* 
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In overdrive both planetary gears operate and the pO'wer transmitted 
m the hydraulic line reaches its maximum Nd2 = 0,6 J.V:lf, the mechanical 
part is N{n !.Vaz = O,:1l.V:V!. 
Power transmission of hydraulic part 
Power transmission of mechanical part 
Summarized efficiency ................... . 
0,6·78 = 47°0 
0,:1'92=37° 0 
The calculation detailed above justifies the mechanical efficiency if the 
"J upiter" continuous yariable hyclromechanical speed transmission is higher 
Fig. 10 
than that of the purely hydraulical system.i7min = 84% and 17max = 100%. 
But if the examination is extended to the operation in traffic, too, the result 
will he still hetter. As in the 3rd speed 'with 92% efficiency and especially in 
the 5th speed with 100% efficiency a very large time of operating is needed 
while in the yariahle 2nd and 4th speeds the vehicle operates in a compara-
tively shorter time - ignoring a few specially long slopes - these two ,-ariahle 
speed ranges are generally used for effective acceleration of the vehicle. 
Based on the ahove-given considerations the mechanical efficiency of' 
"Jupiter" transmission in traffic operation is to he estimated on an average at 
96%. The diagram of mechanical efficiency of' the transmission is to he seen 
in Fig. 11. The operating time of each speed is not shov.--n there as they are 
considerahly influenced hy the type of the vehicle, its specific HP-weight 
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and numerous other operating circumstances. In case of one speed-step the 
reverse gear of "Jupiter" transmission can be solved according to Fig. 10. 
In this case the d1 annulus of the I. planetary gear is connected to aR 
sun-gear of the reverse planetary gear while its arm Cr is coupled to n secondary 
shaft and the dR annulus is locked by F R brake. The operation of the reverse 
speed is mechanical. 
The reverse speed of vehicles running in both directions (special motor-
vehicles, motor-railcars, motor-locomotives) is solved by a spur-gear or a bevel-
gear reversing mechanism coupled after the transmission. 
The technical exposition of "Jupiter" transmission detailed above refers 
to a mechanism of a lower speed-range. The torque amplifying from the 
50 
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22,083 3 5 
--+-, ----...,.,-----.,-. ----....,....----~-Ix !;i 21 (33 Q8 
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Fig. 11 
primary shaft to the secondary shaft was just 4 times as much till the direct 
speed, and regarding the overdrive ratio, too, it was 5 times as much. That 
lower speed-range is principally used on auto-cars and motor rail-cars. 
The "Jupiter" transmission is able to operate in an essentially 'wider 
speed-range too. 
The speed-range of economical working is determined principally by the 
use of simple planetary gears and by the growing of the hydraulically trans-
mitted part of power. 
The power output of hydraulic motor is introduced to the planetary 
gears through annulus gears, the sun-gear is driven by the motor in all cases. 
The power mechanically transmitted on the sun-gear (e. g. at a torque-amplify-
ing 6 times as much) is to reach with two coupled planetary gears 'with 116 = 
= 2,4.5 times as much accelerating one by one: 
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further th ... power output transmitted hydraulically is: 
1 _ ( 
-:;-) = N.\[ .1 0,59·N.\! 
that is the 59° 0 of the motor power. 
As we want to get the possibly highest mechanical efficiency, the power 
transmitted hydraulically must be minimized as much as possible or operated 
at such a speed-range in which the yehicle is only running for a short time. 
It refers especially to the starting and commence-accelerate working 
period of heayy yehicles where the impulse of the slow running n,hicle is 
smalL so changing to the next higher speed-ratio causes difficulties. Based 
upon these ,~on"iderations the entirely continuous yariable speed operation of 
"J npiter" transmission is limitable to a lower :-peed-range too. The changing 
of one or more mechanical speed-grades applied in the higher speed-range does 
not make rrny difficulty, and so the speed-range is to be enlarged eeonomically 
eyen to 1 : 10. On city-autobuses - with this transmission - the frequent 
speed-ehanging i8 left out 'whieh is an ach-antage not only for the motor and 
for the car-driyer but it inerease:- the \-eloeity. the seeurit\- and the economy 
to a yery high degree. 
Summary 
The abo\"('-;:-iYcn paper ('xplains the action of a ne,,- dual-planetary geared transmission. 
It solves the prublem of yariable speed-changing by hydrostatical motors op('rating ill split-
])ow('r. 
- \Vith this m~thod th(' mechanical power-transmission suqnbS(,S the hydrostatic trans-
mission over the "'hole range that as;;ures a yery high mechanical efficiencv for the transmission. 
The shifting of the two epicyclic gear-trains 'makes it Jlossible. that at' certain points of the 
whole velocity range the transmission can be exclusively mechanicaL So the 1st, 3rd and 5th 
(direct) speed rati~s operate mechanically and as a co'nsequence of the power-splitting the 
maximal power trallsmitted hydrostatically is not more than the half of the output of a driv-
ing engine. 
- -The "Jupiter" transmission of variable gear-ratio was planned for various automobiles. 
railcars and locomotives. 
The author (inventor) made an application on the transmission by the Hungarian Patent 
Office under ::\0 9886. 
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